Abstract-Registration of pelvic computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is highly desired as it can facilitate effective fusion of two modalities for prostate cancer radiation therapy, i.e., using CT for dose planning and MRI for accurate organ delineation. However, due to the large intermodality appearance gaps and the high shape/appearance variations of pelvic organs, the pelvic CT/MRI registration is highly challenging. In this paper, we propose a region-adaptive deformable registration method for multimodal pelvic image registration. Specifically, to handle the large appearance gaps, we first perform both CT-to-MRI and MRI-to-CT image synthesis by multi-target regression forest. Then, to use the complementary anatomical information in the two modalities for steering the registration, we select key points automatically from both modalities and use them together for guiding correspondence detection in the region-adaptive fashion. That is, we mainly use CT to establish correspondences for bone regions, and use MRI to establish correspondences for soft tissue regions. The number of key points is increased gradually during the registration, to hierarchically guide the symmetric estimation of the deformation fields. Experiments for both intra-subject and inter-subject deformable registration show improved performances compared with the state-of-the-art multimodal registration methods, which demonstrate the potentials of our method to be applied for the routine prostate cancer radiation therapy.
I. INTRODUCTION
E XTERNAL beam radiation therapy (EBRT) [1] is an effective treatment for prostate cancer. In EBRT, computed tomography (CT) is of great importance for radiation dose planning. In order to largely avoid the side effects during EBRT, the beams should focus on prostate, and spare on the nearby normal tissues, i.e., both bladder and rectum. Thus, it is crucial to accurately delineate the main pelvic organs. However, the soft tissue contrast is low in CT as shown in Fig. 1 , which makes it difficult to accurately contour the pelvic organs. To this end, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [2] is often used as a supplementary imaging modality in EBRT for better delineations of pelvic organs. As shown in Fig. 1 , MRI has relatively high soft tissue contrast, thus making it easier to distinguish pelvic organs. To take the advantages of both CT and MRI for prostate cancer radiation therapy, it is important to accurately align CT and MRI, which often contain local deformations.
However, there are two main challenges for accurate and robust pelvic CT/MRI registration. a) Huge appearance gap between CT and MRI. For CT images, the bone regions are salient, but the contrast of soft tissues is usually low. While in MRI, it provides abundant appearance details especially for soft tissues. Therefore, it is difficult to define a simple metric that can guide the correspondence matching between the two modalities. b) Large shape variations. Pelvic organs are highly variable across individual subjects, as shown in Fig. 1 . Even for the same patient, since CT and MRI are scanned at different devices, the shapes of organs may change dramatically due to inevitable rectum movement and possible bladder filling or emptying. Also, the prostate, bladder, and rectum are spatially close to each other. The shape changing of one organ can usually have a chain effect upon other neighboring organs.
A. Related Work
To tackle the challenges mentioned above, many methods have been proposed for multi-modal image registration, which can be generally divided into three categories: 1) informationtheory-based methods, 2) feature-based methods and 3) imagesynthesis-based methods.
1) Information-Theory-Based Registration Methods:
The first way to solve multi-modal image registration is to find an effective similarity measurement, which can be used to detect correspondences between images of different modalities. Mutual information (MI) [3] - [5] is a typical method of this Fig. 1 . Pelvic CT and MRI from two individual patients. The main pelvic organs, i.e., the prostate, bladder and rectum, are labeled in the images (middle) and also rendered (right).
category, which evaluates the multi-modal image similarity based on their (joint) histogram of intensities. Besides, other information-theory-based similarity metrics have also been introduced for multi-modal registration, including KullbackLeibler divergence [6] , Bhattacharyya divergence [7] , JensenShannon divergence [8] , etc.
MI and its variants are widely applied [9] . However, it is limited in seeking local correspondences with image patches, as the size of image patches may not be large enough for precise histogram modeling. Meanwhile, it often ignores anatomical information, which is yet crucial for guiding correspondence detection and registration. To partially relieve this concern, various improved MI-based methods have been developed [10] - [16] . For example, the conditional mutual information (cMI) is proposed in [17] by incorporating the spatial dimension of location information. The spatial encoded mutual information (SEMI) incorporates a hierarchical weighting scheme to differentiate the contributions of the sample points in measuring the entropies [18] . Besides, the geometric and spatial context can also be considered when computing MI for high-resolution registration [19] . For multi-modal registration of eye fundus images, the feature neighborhood MI [20] is further proposed.
2) Feature-Based Registration Methods: Some featurebased registration methods are proposed to establish the correspondence by leveraging high-order appearance information, e.g., Gabor attributes [21] , histogram of oriented gradient (HOG) [22] , geometric moments [23] - [25] , scale invariant feature transform (SIFT) [26] , gradient location and orientation histograms (GLOH) [27] , etc. For some kinds of features, they can be partially invariant to appearance differences across modalities when relying on gradient information. However, it is generally difficult to directly apply on multi-modal image registration, since the appearance gap across modalities can be high, e.g., between pelvic CT and MRI. A modality independent neighborhood descriptor (MIND) [28] is proposed based on the self-similarities around the neighborhood, in order to provide distinctive correspondences across different modalities. It can work well when the local anatomies and the structural patterns in small neighborhoods are similar. However, when the local anatomical variation becomes large, the robustness of MIND can be challenged.
3) Image-Synthesis-Based Registration Methods: Image synthesis has drawn a lot of interests and has been applied to many scenarios including image registration. To synthesize images across modalities, a model is often learned from a training dataset of pre-aligned multi-modal image pairs. When a new testing image comes, the image of the target modality can be synthesized via the learned model. So far, several learning-based methods have been developed for image synthesis. a) Gaussian mixture regression model. A CT image can be estimated from three MRI sequences by a Gaussian mixture regression model in [29] , or from ultrashort echo-time MRI in [30] . In general, these methods are appropriate for mapping from "complex" image modalities (with rich appearance and anatomical details such as MRI) to "simple" image modalities (with limited anatomical details such as CT). But, the synthesized results are often fuzzy, and suffer from loss of many anatomical details. b) Random forest regression model. This method can synthesize highresolution MRI from low-resolution acquisition with the help of other image modalities as demonstrated in [31] . However, the structured information is not used in this paper, which makes it less robust to preserve the anatomical information in the synthesized images. To address this, a structured random forest is applied in [32] to estimate CT from MRI, such that the neighboring anatomical information can be wellpreserved in the synthesized images. c) Deep learning model. By using convolutional neural network (CNN), one can use MRI to synthesize PET [33] or CT [34] . However, large training datasets are often needed for deep-learning-based image synthesis methods.
By applying image synthesis, one can convert the difficult multi-modal registration to the relatively easy monomodal registration problem. The main idea is that the large appearance gap between different modalities can be bridged by synthesizing one modality from another modality. In this way, the conventional deformable registration methods can be directly applied to registering two similar-looking images. The image synthesis has been applied to the registration of ultrasound image with MRI [35] or with CT [36] . Similarly, a solution to CT/MRI registration can be found in [37] .
However, there are still three main limitations related to the image-synthesis-based multi-modal registration methods. a) Image synthesis is always performed in a single direction only. Thus, this single-directional image synthesis introduces bias when used to guide registration, as only one modality contributes its anatomical information to guide the correspondence detection. b) Most existing studies focus on rigid/affine registration by ignoring the more challenging deformable registration problem. In the literature, many previous works synthesize "simple" modal images (e.g., CT) from the "complex" modal images (e.g., MRI). The loss of rich anatomical information in the "simple" modality makes it hard to conduct accurate deformable registration. To use those abundant anatomical details for steering the accurate deformable registration, the "simple" to "complex" image synthesis is also necessary. However, although the "complex" image modality (e.g., MRI) can sometimes be synthesized, it often requires the input of multiple image modalities, which limits its practical application. c) The existing studies mainly consider intra-subject multi-modal registration. For the case of inter-subject pelvic image registration, it is more challenging due to large shape/appearance variation across subjects.
B. Contributions
Our previous work [38] , [39] , which is the first of using bi-directional image synthesis for multi-modal pelvic image registration, achieves promising performance for intra-subject registration. This bi-directional image synthesis framework provides a new solution for multi-modal registration by taking advantage of the complementary information from both modalities. However, there are still two issues that need to be further addressed. First, the performance of image synthesis plays an important role for the subsequent registration, which should be steered by accurate anatomical correspondence. Second, it is still challenging to effectively integrate the complementary information from both modalities for accurate and robust registration. To address above issues, in this paper, we propose a novel region-adaptive registration method to better tackle the intra-and inter-subject multi-modal pelvic image registration problem. Our main contributions can be summarized as follows.
1) Multi-Target Regression Forest (MT-RF):
The MT-RF model is proposed for more accurate bi-directional image synthesis, i.e., synthesizing CT from MRI and also synthesizing MRI from CT. Compared with the previous single-target regression forest (ST-RF), the novel MT-RF model adopts both CT and MRI modalities for joint supervision of the learning for directional image synthesis. We show in experiments that MT-RF can bridge the appearance gap between the two modalities and produce more accurate synthesis results. Thus, we are able to acquire more discriminative anatomical details from the synthesized images to steer the deformable registration of multi-modal pelvic images more effectively.
2) Region-Adaptive Registration:
In order to account for large local deformations among pelvic organs, a novel regionadaptive registration framework is proposed to guide accurate and robust local correspondence matching during deformable registration. Instead of treating the CT and MRI modalities equally across the entire image space, the distinctive anatomical details of each modality are specially treated for individual anatomical regions, and then combined for joint estimation of the dense deformation fields. In this way, our multi-modal image registration can benefit from the distinctive anatomical details provided by each individual image modality, where large local deformations among the main pelvic organs can be more effectively estimated.
3) Intra-and Inter-Subject Registration: In order to fully evaluate the effectiveness and flexibility of our method, we conduct comprehensive experiments on both intra-subject and more challenging inter-subject registration tasks. The experimental results show that the proposed method can successfully solve the inter-subject pelvic image registration problem, with promising accuracy and robustness.
II. METHOD
A. Overview Fig. 2 shows the flowchart of our proposed region-adaptive deformable registration method based on bi-directional image synthesis. First, a new learning based method, multi-target regression forest (MT-RF) is proposed to learn the appearance mapping in bi-directions, i.e., from MRI to CT and also from CT to MRI, in order to eliminate the appearance difference across modalities and meanwhile preserve abundant anatomical details. Specifically, two image pairs can be obtained after image synthesis, i.e., a) the CT pair that includes an actual CT and a synthesized CT (S-CT), and b) the MRI pair that includes an actual MRI and a synthesized MRI (S-MRI), as shown in Fig. 2 . The details of the MT-RF for bi-directional image synthesis will be described in Section II.B. Then, to fully use the complementary information from both modalities, we propose the region-adaptive registration approach by detecting a) bone correspondences from the CT pair and b) soft tissue correspondences from the MRI pair. In this way, the abundant anatomical details in both modalities can be combined effectively to steer the multi-modal image registration and jointly estimate the deformation field. Moreover, we also derive the symmetric registration strategies, which is effective in dealing with large local deformations of pelvic organs. The details of region-adaptive registration will be described in Section II.C.
B. Learning-Based Bi-Directional Image Synthesis
The quality of the synthesized images will highly influence the registration performance. Thus, it is necessary to build an accurate and robust mapping between CT and MRI. To this end, we propose a new multi-target regression forest (MT-RF).
As it is more difficult to synthesize MRI from CT, we use the CT-to-MRI mapping as an example in this paper. Note that the same method can be easily transferred for the MRI-to-CT mapping, although slightly different settings may be adopted (c.f. the detailed settings provided in Sec III.B).
1) Multi-Target Regression Forest (MT-RF):
Random forest is a popular machine learning technique, which can be used for classification and regression [40] - [43] with high training and testing efficiency. The detailed introduction of the general random forest can be found in [40] and [44] . For image synthesis, a random forest regression model is learned to map one modality to the other modality. Intuitively, for CT-to-MRI synthesis, the MRI intensity patch can be estimated from the features extracted from the corresponding CT patch [39] . In the setting of the single-target regression forest (ST-RF), only one target, i.e., the MRI intensity patch, is used to supervise the training process. The mapping could be difficult to learn, especially when the target MRI intensity patch (e.g., with relatively smooth appearance) cannot provide distinctive and salient appearance information to supervise the training. Therefore, we propose the multi-target regression forest (MT-RF), where both CT and MRI intensity patches are used as multiple targets, which can jointly supervise the growth of each tree. In this way, the abundant anatomical details from both modalities can be utilized comprehensively for more accurate and efficient modeling of image synthesis. a) Sampling: For the CT-to-MRI synthesis, as shown in Fig. 3 , the training stage requires a CT/MRI paired dataset where different training subjects have been pre-aligned (the processing details are explained in the Experiment section). For preparation of training, M pairs of training samples are drawn randomly from the corresponding locations of the two image modalities of the same subject in the training dataset. The input to the MT-RF includes the features of the training samples extracted from the source CT domain. The output of MT-RF includes two (regression) targets: a) Target 1 is the patch intensity of the target MRI, and b) Target 2 is the patch intensity of the source CT from which the input features are extracted. Compared with the case of using just a single target in ST-RF (i.e., using only Target 1), including the source CT Illustration of the extraction of the Haar-like features. In (a), we compute each Haar-like feature as the mean intensity value of a randomly generated "positive" block, or the difference of mean intensities of the "positive" and the "negative" blocks. In (b), we extract the Haar-like features from multi-resolution images for better representation of the sampled location in the center of the patch.
as an additional target contributes to better modeling of the mapping from the features of CT to both MRI and CT patches, which will be demonstrated in the experiments.
b) Feature extraction: The features used to represent each sample voxel are extracted from its local patch in the source CT domain, and they are essential to learn an effective CT-to-MRI mapping. In this work, we adopt the Haar-like features [32] , [45] to describe the low-level image appearances, which are powerful and can be extracted efficiently [46] . Specifically, two types of the Haar-like features are employed: a) the mean intensity value within a "positive" block, and b) the difference of the mean intensities of a "positive" and a "negative" block, as shown in Fig. 4(a) . Mathematically, each Haar-like feature can be defined as:
where p(x) is the local patch centered at x. f [·] denotes a certain Haar-like feature computed with the parameters {μ + , r + , μ − , r − , ω}. Specifically, μ + , r + are the center and radius of the "positive" block, and μ − , r − for the "negative" block. ω {0, 1} represents the type of Haar-like features, i.e., ω = 0 for the first type, and ω = 1 for the second type. Moreover, we extract the Haar-like features in the low, middle and high image resolutions by considering multiresolution appearance information for better representation of each sample voxel, as shown in Fig. 4(b) . The original (high-resolution) image is first down-sampled to obtain the middle-and low-resolution images. Then, we fix the patch size (in voxel) to extract patches from three resolution images at the corresponding location. The parameters {μ + , r + , μ − , r − , ω} are randomly generated for the extraction of abundant Haarlike features for the patches. Finally, we concatenate all the extracted features into the final feature vector for the sampled location. Note that, zero padding is applied when the extracted patches exceed the image size. c) Training: Random forest consists of multiple decision trees, and each tree is trained independently. The input to train each tree is the feature vectors 
For each node splitting, f is the subset of the features that are extracted from the sampled patches of the source CT. f k is the k-th feature that is chosen from the feature vector for node splitting, and τ is the feature threshold that separates the samples into the left and the right sub-nodes (corresponding to N L and N R ). G i is the information gain for the regression target i , and λ is the weight to balance the two targets in MT-RF. The growth of each tree aims to find the optimal { f k , τ } to maximize the combined information gain when splitting the node into the left and right sub-nodes. V i (·) encodes the variance of the training samples regarding the regression target i . Since we use the patch intensity as the regression target, the variance here computes the mean value of all element-wise variances in the target. |·| is the number of the samples in each node. Accordingly, V i (N L ) and V i (N R ) represent the variances of the training samples in the left and right sub-nodes. Note that, since the intensity distribution/range is quite different in CT and MRI, the normalization term σ i is introduced to account for the average variance at the root node for each regression target. d) Testing: When a new CT image comes in the testing stage, each voxel is regarded as a sample, from which the respective features are extracted. Then, these features are fed to the trees in the trained MT-RF model. Next, the average of the outcomes of all trees is used as the synthesized MRI patch for the testing CT sample, by excluding the CT domain information in the output. Since we perform patchwise synthesis by traversing all the voxels in the new CT image, the estimated patches are highly overlapping. The final intensity of each voxel can be obtained by averaging all the overlapping estimates. Then, the whole synthesized MR image can be obtained eventually.
2) Auto-Context Refinement: The appearance mapping between CT and MRI is complex and highly non-linear. In order to further refine the above one-shot mapping by MT-RF, the auto-context model [47] is leveraged to improve the quality of the synthesized image iteratively, as described below.
Specifically, for synthesizing MRI from CT, after the 1 st -layer MT-RF (as shown in Fig. 5 ), a tentative S-MRI can be obtained. Then, the same Haar-like features (namely context features) are also extracted from the tentative S-MRI. The 2 nd -layer MT-RF can then be built by the new feature vector, which concatenates the context features with the original appearance features. In particular, the appearance features are the Haar-like features extracted from the source CT, while the context features are also the Haar-like features but extracted from the tentative S-MRI. After that, the S-MRI can be updated as the output of the 2 nd -layer MT-RF. As shown in Fig. 5 , the same procedure can be performed iteratively, which results in a chain of cascaded MT-RFs. In this autocontext manner, the synthesized MRI can be improved layerby-layer, by incorporating both the updated context features and the original appearance features.
C. Region-Adaptive Symmetric Registration
After bi-directional image synthesis, the appearance differences are largely eliminated in the CT pair and the MRI pair. Meanwhile, all the anatomical details are preserved in both modality pairs. Obviously, CT has high contrast in bone regions, while MRI has rich anatomical details in soft tissues. To accurately estimate the large local deformations between pelvic CT and MRI, we further propose the region-adaptive registration method, for combining the complementary anatomical details in both modalities to detect the correspondences for key points. Specifically, spline-based deformable model is adopted to estimate the deformation field between CT and MRI hierarchically and symmetrically, based on the key points correspondences.
Generally, the conventional objective function for direct registration of the original CT and MRI can be defined as:
where I CT and I MR are the original CT and MRI, and M is a metric used to measure the dissimilarity between the CT and MRI. D is an operator used to warp the subject MRI via the estimated deformation field φ. R is a regularization term to constrain the smoothness of φ. This objective function aims to optimize the deformation field φ by minimizing the discrepancy between CT and the warped MRI. After bi-directional image synthesis, the CT pair (i.e., CT I CT and S-CT I S−CT ) and the MRI pair (i.e., MRI I MR and S-MRI I S−MR ) are obtained to guide the registration. Then, the objective function in Eq. (5) can be revised as follows:
That is, we optimize the deformation field φ by simultaneously minimizing the discrepancy within both the CT pair and the MRI pair. In this way, we avoid evaluating image similarities across modalities, while the anatomical details of both modalities are incorporated for registration.
1) Key Points:
To effectively solve Eq. (6), we sample key points to guide the registration [48] . The key points are sampled in the regions with rich anatomical information, for the sake of establishing accurate and robust local correspondences. Mathematically, the key points can be sampled by following the importance:
where ∇ x , ∇ y , and ∇ z are image gradient operators in three directions, and | · | computes the magnitude. |∇ G | is the maximum gradient magnitude for each individual image to normalize P to [0,1]. Obviously, the key points are distributed in the whole image volume, while the density tends to be high on the informative regions (e.g., organ boundaries) and low in the smooth regions (e.g., inside the bladder or bones). For each key point, the local patch is extracted as its morphological signature to guide the correspondence detection. In each modality pair, particularly, we use the normalized cross-correlation (NCC) as the metric to search for the correspondence for the key point. The locations with high NCC values are regarded as the candidates for correspondence matching.
2) Region-Adaptive Selection of Key Points:
Apparently, CT has rich anatomical details in bone regions while MRI has rich anatomical details in soft tissue regions. The region-adaptive registration can thus use all the anatomical details in both CT and MRI, and retain the distinctiveness of the informative regions in each modality for the estimation of the deformation field. Fig. 6 illustrates the necessity of the proposed regionadaptive registration method. The similarity map shows the NCC values calculated from three key points in the template space (i.e., CT or S-MRI) to the candidates in the subject space (i.e., S-CT or MRI). For the CT pair, we observe good correspondence for the first key point that is located in the bone region. For the MRI pair, the similarity maps prompt well-established correspondences for the second and the third key points, both of which belong to soft tissues.
Specifically, the key points of bone regions are sampled from the CT pair by truncating the importance probability in Eq. (7) with a threshold. For the MRI pair, bone regions are temporarily suppressed by a bone mask generated from the corresponding S-CT image, thus the key points of soft tissue regions can be sampled from the MRI pair only. Next, Illustration of our proposed region-adaptive registration method implemented in the hierarchical and symmetric manner. Blue, red and green points indicate the key points selected in three different hierarchies.
the morphological signature for each key point is extracted from its respective modality. As shown in Fig. 7 , the key points cover the whole image space eventually.
3) Hierarchical and Symmetric Implementation: For the robustness of the multi-modal pelvic image registration, we exploit the symmetric diffeomorphic scheme for the proposed region-adaptive registration and preserve the inverseconsistency [49] - [51] of the estimated deformation field. Specifically, the key points selected from both the template space and the subject space guide the images to warp simultaneously to an intermediate space, which results in two deformation fields: a) φ 1 from the template space to the intermediate space and b) φ 2 from the subject space to the intermediate space, as shown in Fig. 7 .
Mathematically, based on Eq. (6), the objective function of our region-adaptive symmetric registration can be modified as follows:
where T and S represent the template and the subject spaces. The CT pair (I CT and I S−CT ) is used to guide the bone region registration, and the MRI pair (I S−MR and I MR ) is used to guide the soft tissue registration. Note that the template and the subject spaces can be arbitrarily exchanged in Eq. (8) .
Here, the metric M computes the overall distance between the correspondence points across the two (warped) images, while D is the warping operation to warp the template T and the subject S under the deformation field φ 1 and φ 2 , respectively. R is the bending energy following the thin-plate spline (TPS) based deformable model [52] , [53] .
To make the registration more robust and accurate, we further embed the above procedure into a hierarchical framework.
Algorithm 1 Region-Adaptive Key-Points Guided Deformable Registration
Initially, only a small set of key points with very high importance are selected to drive the registration, as indicated by the red points in Fig. 7 . These key points are distributed non-uniformly, yet cover the whole image volume. Obviously, the density of the key points tends to be high in regions with rich anatomical details, which is crucial to robust and accurate correspondence detection. These key points contribute their detected correspondences to the estimation of the dense deformation fields obtained by TPS [53] interpolation. As the template and the subject move closer to each other, more key points are gradually added. Note that, during the hierarchical matching, the scale of the image patch, which is used as the morphological signature of each key point, decreases hierarchically. In this way, the key points with global distinctiveness are utilized in the initial stage to drive the robust registration, while the deformation field is refined via more key points and their abundant local appearance details. The detailed implementation is summarized in Algorithm 1.
For every iteration, i.e., hierarchy, we estimate the incremental deformation field, which is composed to the diffeomorphic deformation field as in [51] . The final end-to-end deformation φ can be obtained by composing the two deformation fields φ 1 and φ 2 :
Here, "•" means deformation composition [54] , φ indicates the forward deformation field, and φ −1 is the inverse of φ.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Data Description and Preprocessing
The experiment dataset includes 20 prostate cancer patients, each of which has a pair of CT and MR pelvic images. The original CT images were acquired from a Philips scanner with the image size of 512×512×(443∼509) and the resolution of 1.17×1.17×1mm 3 . The original MR images were scanned from a Siemens Avanto scanner with the image size of 256×256×(144∼160) and resolution of 1×1×1 mm 3 . The prostate, bladder and rectum were manually delineated by an experienced radiation oncologist, which serve as the groundtruth in the registration experiments below.
For data preprocessing, all the MRI data are first performed with N3 bias correction to eliminate the intensity inhomogeneity [55] . Then, we linearly align the CT and MRI of the same patient by using MI as the similarity metric [56] . Next, both CT and MRI are cropped to the same size of 200×200×80, by removing the unrelated regions. Note that the cropped images are large enough to include the prostate, bladder and rectum regions.
For the learning-based image synthesis, a pre-aligned dataset is needed for training. To guarantee the high precision in multi-modal pre-alignment, here we use the manual labels of the main pelvic organs to guide accurate intrasubject registration for preparing the training data. Specifically, for the linearly aligned CT and MRI of the same patient (using FLIRT [56] ), we first adopt SyN [49] to complete their deformable registration based on their intensity images, with careful parameter tuning. Then, we apply diffeomorphic Demons [54] to refine the registration by aligning the manual labels of the prostate, bladder and rectum. Finally, affine registration is applied to roughly register all subjects to a common space. Note that all the transformations are combined together, such that a certain image only needs to be warped for once.
B. Experiments on Learning-Based Image Synthesis
In this section, we use the pre-aligned dataset to perform the experiments on a) synthesizing MRI from CT (CT-to-MRI mapping) and b) synthesizing CT from MRI (MRI-to-CT mapping), based on our proposed multi-target regression forest (MT-RF). The conventional single-target regression forest (ST-RF) is also evaluated for comparison.
1) Parameter Setting: Table I shows the parameters for training our proposed image synthesis model for both the CT-to-MRI mapping and the MRI-to-CT mapping. The two directional synthesis tasks share mostly the same parameters. For each image synthesis direction, the Target 1 and Target 2 denote the output and input modalities, respectively. Specifically, the weights of the two regression targets are equally set to 0.5, as the anatomical details of the two modalities are complementary to each other. The size of the input image patch (used for feature extraction) is larger for the CT-to-MRI mapping, in that the task is a "simple-to-complex" mapping and generally more difficult than the "complex-to-simple" MRI-to-CT mapping. Considering more anatomical details are often available in MRI, we particularly adopt more and deeper trees in order to guarantee the robustness and accuracy of the CT-to-MRI synthesis. Here, we perform leave-one-out crossvalidation and use two-layer auto-context model to refine the synthesis performance.
2) Performance Evaluation: Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) are utilized to evaluate the performance of image synthesis for both CT-to-MRI mapping and MRI-to-CT mapping. A synthesized image with higher quality should have lower MAE and higher PSNR values. In order to get the comparable results for both MRIto-CT mapping and CT-to-MRI mapping, we normalize the intensity range of MRI to 0∼4000, which is the same to CT.
3) Image Synthesis Results:
The quantitative results for both MRI-to-CT mapping and CT-to-MRI mapping are shown in Table II and Table III , respectively. For both MAE and PSNR values, the proposed MT-RF method outperforms ST-RF. The results demonstrate that our proposed MT-RF method can enhance the learning capability to build more accurate and robust mapping between CT and MRI. Moreover, the image synthesis performance can be further improved by using the auto-context model of cascading multiple layers of MT-RFs. The results are consistently improved for both MRI-to-CT mapping and CT-to-MRI mapping. The better measures, as well as the reduced standard deviation, demonstrate that using more neighborhood information as context features can help improve the synthesis performance. Note that the improvement on including the second-layer MT-RF is more significant than including the third layer, which means fast convergence of the auto-context model.
The visualized results of the synthesized CT and MRI are shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 , respectively. We can observe that the quality of the synthesized image is improved by using MT-RF with auto-context model. Although the synthesized image is smoother than the ground-truth image, however, all the anatomical details are clear and preserved well. It is reasonable that the MRI-to-CT mapping has higher performance than the CT-to-MRI mapping, as the appearance information in MRI is more complex than CT. However, the CT-to-MRI mapping (although more challenging) can still provide enough anatomical information for the subsequent registration, as the synthesized MRI is consistent with the actual MRI, especially around the organ boundaries. 
C. Experiments on Registration
In this section, the experiments are performed on both intra-and inter-subject CT/MRI registration. For intra-subject registration, we perform leave-one-out cross-validation. Every time the image synthesis model is trained from the 19 selected subjects. The registration is then validated upon the remaining one subject. For inter-subject registration, we first randomly select one patient and treat his CT image as the template. Then, we perform leave-one-out cross-validation upon the remaining 19 patients, by training the image synthesis model from 18 patients and validating the registration of the remaining one patient (using MRI) with the selected template (using CT). The above procedure is repeated by selecting 5 different template patients and the averaged results are reported.
1) Performance Evaluation: Based on the manual labels (L M ) of the three main pelvic organs (i.e., prostate, bladder and rectum) and the warped labels (L W ) after registration, two categories of measurement are utilized to evaluate the registration performance. a) Volumetric overlap: Dice Similarity Coefficient (DICE), Sensitivity (SEN) and Positive Predictive Value (PPV). b) Surface distance: Symmetric Average Surface Distance (SASD) and Hausdorff Distance (HAUS). The definitions of these measurements can be found in [45] . An accurate registration result should have higher volumetric overlap while lower surface distance.
2) Contribution of Learning-Based Image Synthesis: To evaluate the contribution of the image synthesis for multimodal image registration, we provide Table IV to compare the registration results based on different image synthesis manners: a) without image synthesis, as we directly perform the registration on the original CT and MR images; b) singledirectional image synthesis, as we perform registration on either CT modality pair (CT and S-CT) or MRI modality pair (MRI and S-MRI); and c) the bi-directional image synthesis, as we use both modality pairs and the proposed region-adaptive manner in this paper. Compared with the case of directly registering the original CT and MRI without image synthesis, the registration based on single-directional image Fig. 10 . MRI and CT pelvic image registration results (measured via Dice) by using our proposed registration method based on different image synthesis manners: 1) the single-target regression forest (ST-RF) and 2) our proposed multi-target regression forest (MT-RF) with refinement by multi-layer autocontext model (i.e., 2-layer MT-RF and3-layer MT-RF), for (a) intra-subject registration and (b) inter-subject registration, respectively. synthesis improves the results as shown in Table IV . Moreover, the best performance is achieved by our proposed method based on the bi-directional image synthesis. That means, by using the complementary anatomical information from both modalities, registration accuracy and robustness can be further improved. Fig. 10 presents the registration results of our proposed method by using ST-RF and MT-RF for image synthesis, respectively. From the results we can observe that, compared to ST-RF, our proposed MT-RF method can generate higherquality synthesized images and thus boost the registration performance. The performance is further improved by utilizing the auto-context model (i.e., with multi-layer refinement in the 2-layer MT-RF and 3-layer MT-RF), as the quality of the synthesized images becomes even better. In general, the better quality of the synthesized CT and MRI (i.e., with clearer anatomy and less noise) is, the more accurate registration we can get in the final.
3) Contribution of Region-Adaptive Registration Strategy: In this subsection, we evaluate the contribution of our proposed region-adaptive strategy, i.e., selecting key points adaptively form CT and MRI, in helping steer the multi-modal pelvic image registration. To do this, we compare our full method with a) its variant without using the region-adaptive strategy and b) our previous multi-modal image registration method [38] , both of which are described below. a) We call our method without the region-adaptive strategy as EQ in this paper. Specifically, CT and MRI are equally treated to guide the registration, which is similar to the conventional multi-channel registration methods [57] , [58] . Key points are selected based on the importance information from both CT and MRI. Then, for each selected key point, its local patches in both CT and MRI are extracted and stacked together as the morphological signature to guide the correspondence detection and deformable registration. Note that all other strategies in our full method are adopted for EQ. b) Our previous multi-modal image registration [38] registers the CT pair and the MRI pair separately, and then perform an iterative dual-core deformation fusion (DDF) to combine the two deformation fields. Note that, for each modality pair, we use the same hierarchical symmetric registration as used in our full method, which is yet different from [38] . This implementation is called DDF in this paper. Both of EQ and DDF are implemented upon the same bidirectional image synthesis, which are the same with our full method for fair comparison. Table V compares registration results by the three methods. For inter-subject registration, the performances are significantly improved by our full method for all three pelvic organs. This shows that, by using the region-adaptive strategy, all the distinctive anatomical details in each modality can be retained for accurate correspondence detection, thus boosting the registration accuracy. In EQ, the way of equally treating the patches from both modalities can affect the anatomical distinctiveness, thus decreasing registration accuracy especially for the inter-subject case (with high image appearance/shape variation). From intra-subject registration, our full method can still beat the competing methods for both prostate and bladder as shown in Table V . For rectum, DDF works slightly better, but DDF is less efficient than our full method, since it needs to perform registration for multiple times. Overall, the proposed region-adaptive strategy is effective in enhancing deformable registration accuracy, especially for the case with large local deformations.
4) Comparison With Conventional Multi-Modal Deformable Registration Methods:
Two state-of-the-art multi-modal deformable registration methods are selected for comparison. The first one is Symmetric Image Normalization (SyN) [49] , which can perform symmetric registration by using MI as the similarity metric [59] . This method is ranked best among 14 state-of-the-art registration methods for brain MR image registration in [60] . The second one is our previous method [38] , namely Iter-DDF, using iterative dual-core Fig. 11 . Demonstration of inter-subject registration results by two state-ofthe-art methods (SyN (MI) and Iter-DDF (SyN)) and our full method. Here, yellow contours denote the manually-labeled boundaries of bladder, prostate and rectum in the template CT, red contours denote the respective manuallylabeled organ boundaries in MRI after registration.
deformation fusion. Iter-DDF may use Demons [54] or SyN for registration after image synthesis; thus the results are separately reported. Table VI shows the registration results obtained by SyN, Iter-DDF and our full method. The direct registration of CT and MRI using MI in SyN can achieve reasonable results, as shown in Table VI . However, its accuracy is limited, especially for the highly challenging inter-subject registration case. Iter-DDF obtains better registration performance than SyN by using bi-directional image synthesis. While, our full method achieves the best performance, especially for inter-subject registration. This demonstrates that our full method can better tackle the challenges of large local deforma-tions, which is crucial for accurate inter-subject pelvic image registration.
We further provide other overlap ratios (SEN and PPV), and surface distances (SASD and HAUS) in Table VII , by averaging over three organs. These results show that our full method can consistently produce higher SEN and PPV while lower SASD and HAUS, compared with state-of-the-art methods. For the inter-subject case, the improvement is more significant than the intra-subject case. It is difficult for conventional registration method to accurately handle the regions with large shape variation, e.g., bladder and rectum. With the regionadaptive and the hierarchical symmetric strategies in our method, these limitations can be effectively addressed. Fig. 11 provides typical inter-subject registration results for visual comparison, by SyN (MI), Iter-DDF (SyN), and our full method. As can be seen from the first column of Fig. 11 , the original deformations of bladder, prostate and rectum across subjects are quite large. Thus, it is quite difficult to directly register the original CT and MRI via SyN, as shown in the second column. Iter-DDF (SyN) can provide much better results, as shown in the third column. Obviously, our full method achieves the best registration performance, indicated by the largest organ overlap with the labels of the template CT in the last column. Besides, the morphologies of all pelvic organs are well preserved, i.e., with no obvious distortions in the warped MRI, which indicates the superiority of our full method.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In order to use the complementary anatomical information from both modalities for guiding accurate multi-modal image registration, we propose to use bi-directional image synthesis, i.e., synthesizing a) CT from MRI and b) also MRI from CT. For CT-to-MRI synthesis, it is difficult as it maps the CT modality with limited anatomical information to the MRI with rich anatomical information. To this end, we propose MT-RF to solve the bi-directional image synthesis, which well preserve anatomical details in image synthesis to boost the performance of subsequent registration.
Even for the pelvic images of the same patient, the shapes of bladder and rectum change dynamically across time, which may subsequently affect the location/shape of the prostate. Thus, the local deformations in pelvic images are highly challenging for image registration. In this paper, we have proposed a region-adaptive registration method in a hierarchical and symmetric fashion. The benefits of this region-adaptive registration method have three folds. a) The key points own discriminative anatomical information and guide more robust registration than incorporating all voxels and their intensities. b) The region-adaptive strategy allows detecting anatomical correspondences by adaptively fusing the two modalities. c) The use of the hierarchical and symmetric registration further improves the registration accuracy, especially for the case of inter-subject registration with large deformations.
In this paper, we have proposed a new region-adaptive registration method, based on learning-based image synthesis, for pelvic CT and MRI registration, which is crucial for radiation therapy of prostate cancer. A novel MT-RF is introduced to first bridge the appearance gap between pelvic CT and MRI in bi-directions. Then, to make full use of the synthesized CT and MRI, we further propose to extract key points from both CT and MRI adaptively and steer the deformable registration in a hierarchical and symmetric fashion. Experimental results show the contribution of each proposed strategy, and also the superiority of our proposed region-adaptive registration method over the state-of-the-art multi-modal deformable registration methods, using various performance metrics.
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